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A Guide for Murdered Children Sarah Sparrow 2018-03-20 "In her astonishing thriller, Sarah Sparrow has joined the ranks of Shirley Jackson and Stephen King. A warning:
there is no safe place to read this book." –David Cronenberg Terrifying, thoroughly original and hauntingly written, A Guide for Murdered Children is a psychological
thriller—and otherworldly surprise. We’ve heard it said that there is no justice in this world. But what if there really was? What if the souls of murdered children were
able to briefly return, inhabit adult bodies and wreak revenge on the monstrous killers who stole their lives? Such is the unthinkable mystery confronting ex-NYPD detective
Willow Wylde, fresh out of rehab and finally able to find a job running a Cold Case squad in suburban Detroit. When the two rookie cops assigned to him take an obsessive
interest in a decades-old disappearance of a brother and sister, Willow begins to suspect something out of the ordinary is afoot. And when he uncovers a series of church
basement AA-type meetings made up of the slain innocents, a new way of looking at life, death, murder—and missed opportunities—is revealed to him. Mystical, harrowing and
powerfully moving, A Guide for Murdered Children is a genre-busting, mind-bending twist on the fine line between the ordinary… and the unfathomable.
The Cat Sitter's Whiskers Blaize Clement 2015-03-31 Pet sitter Dixie Hemingway is on the prowl again in the newest installment of Blaize Clement's classic and beloved
series of cozy mysteries, now written by her son, John Clement, using Blaize's notes and ideas for future adventures. Set in the sleepy beach-side town of Siesta Key,
Florida, THE CAT SITTER'S WHISKERS catches up with Dixie as she heads off for work one morning in the dimly lit hours before sunrise. Her very first client of the morning
is Barney Feldman, a Maine coon cat with a reputation for mischief who's guarding his vacationing owner's valuable collection of decidedly creepy antique masks. But
someone's hiding in the house when she arrives, and they sneak up and knock her out cold. When the cops arrive at the house, there's just one problem: no one has broken in
and nothing is missing. Searching for answers, Dixie soon finds herself hopelessly trapped in a murky world of black market antiques, dark-hearted secrets, and murderous
revenge... a mystery only she can solve.
Town In a Blueberry Jam B. B. Haywood 2010-02-02 First in the fabulous new Candy Holliday Murder mystery series. In the seaside village of Cape Willington, Maine, Candy
Holliday has an idyllic life tending to the Blueberry Acres farm she runs with her father. But, when an aging playboy and the newly crowned Blueberry Queen are killed,
Candy investigates to clear the name of a local handyman. And as she sorts through the town's juicy secrets, things start to get sticky indeed...
Aveda Rituals Horst Rechelbacher 1999-10-15 Daily activities demonstrate Aveda philosophies of life, nutrition, and meditation, leaving room for participants to add their
own healthy habits to their daily rituals
The Cat Sitter's Nine Lives Blaize Clement 2014-07-08 Plucky heroine Dixie Hemingway is back in this ninth installment of Blaize Clement's beloved cozy mystery series.
While driving along the beachside road that runs through the center of her hometown Dixie witnesses a terrible head-on collision. Ever the hero, she springs into action and
pulls one of the drivers from his car just before it explodes in flames. A little shaken but none the worse for wear, Dixie proceeds to her local bookstore where she meets
Cosmo, a fluffy, orange tomcat, and Mr. Hoskins, the store's kind but strangely befuddled owner. The next day the driver whose life she saved claims that he is Dixie's
husband. Meanwhile, both Cosmo and Mr. Hoskins have disappeared without a trace, and a mysterious phone call from a new client lures her to a crumbling, abandoned mansion
on the outskirts of town. Soon Dixie finds herself locked in a riddle of deception, revenge, murder, and mystery. The Cat Sitter's Nine Lives features a compelling main
character and a riveting plot that is bound to satisfy the appetites of Dixie Hemingway fans and newcomers to the series.
Cat Sitter on a Hot Tin Roof Blaize Clement 2009-01-06 Curiosity Killed the Cat Sitter introduced a winning sleuth in Florida pet sitter Dixie Hemingway, and the next books
in the series, Duplicity Dogged the Dachshund and Even Cat Sitters Get the Blues, firmly established author Blaize Clement as a new star amongst mystery fans. Now Dixie
Hemingway, no relation to you-know-who, is back in this fourth riveting installment. When Dixie meets Laura Halston, a newcomer to Siesta Key, she recognizes a kindred
spirit and believes she's found a new friend. Disarmingly beautiful, Laura confesses that she's in hiding from an abusive husband. Later, when Laura receives threatening
phone calls, Dixie is certain the husband is the culprit. But the more Dixie learns about Laura, the less certain she is about anything...and then matters turn deadly. As
she tries to understand Laura's past, Dixie is forced to acknowledge things about herself that she has never faced before. Fast-paced and gripping, Cat Sitter on a Hot Tin
Roof is everything Blaize Clement's many fans have come to expect.
Anatomy of Injustice Raymond Bonner 2013-01-08 From Pulitzer Prize winner Raymond Bonner, the gripping story of a grievously mishandled murder case that put a twenty-threeyear-old man on death row. In January 1982, an elderly white widow was found brutally murdered in the small town of Greenwood, South Carolina. Police immediately arrested
Edward Lee Elmore, a semiliterate, mentally retarded black man with no previous felony record. His only connection to the victim was having cleaned her gutters and windows,
but barely ninety days after the victim's body was found, he was tried, convicted, and sentenced to death. Elmore had been on death row for eleven years when a young
attorney named Diana Holt first learned of his case. With the exemplary moral commitment and tenacious investigation that have distinguished his reporting career, Bonner
follows Holt's battle to save Elmore's life and shows us how his case is a textbook example of what can go wrong in the American justice system. Moving, enraging,
suspenseful, and enlightening, Anatomy of Injustice is a vital contribution to our nation's ongoing, increasingly important debate about inequality and the death penalty.
Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 2003-09-23 A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
Arc of Justice Kevin Boyle 2007-04-01 An electrifying story of the sensational murder trial that divided a city and ignited the civil rights struggle In 1925, Detroit was a
smoky swirl of jazz and speakeasies, assembly lines and fistfights. The advent of automobiles had brought workers from around the globe to compete for manufacturing jobs,
and tensions often flared with the KKK in ascendance and violence rising. Ossian Sweet, a proud Negro doctor-grandson of a slave-had made the long climb from the ghetto to
a home of his own in a previously all-white neighborhood. Yet just after his arrival, a mob gathered outside his house; suddenly, shots rang out: Sweet, or one of his
defenders, had accidentally killed one of the whites threatening their lives and homes. And so it began-a chain of events that brought America's greatest attorney, Clarence
Darrow, into the fray and transformed Sweet into a controversial symbol of equality. Historian Kevin Boyle weaves the police investigation and courtroom drama of Sweet's
murder trial into an unforgettable tapestry of narrative history that documents the volatile America of the 1920s and movingly re-creates the Sweet family's journey from
slavery through the Great Migration to the middle class. Ossian Sweet's story, so richly and poignantly captured here, is an epic tale of one man trapped by the battles of
his era's changing times. Arc of Justice is the winner of the 2004 National Book Award for Nonfiction.
Across Patagonia Lady Florence Dixie 1880
The Cat Sitter's Cradle John Clement 2013-07-09 Blaize Clement won fans all over the world with the charm and wit of her pet-sitting mysteries. Now, with the help of her
son, author John Clement, Blaize's beloved heroine Dixie Hemingway is back for yet another thrilling adventure in this critically-acclaimed series. Dixie has built a nice,
quiet life for herself in the sleepy town of Siesta Key, a sandy resort island off the coast of Florida. In fact, her pet-sitting business is going so well she's even taken
on part-time help: Kenny, a handsome young surfer who lives alone in a rickety old houseboat. But things get a little messy when, on an early morning walk in the park with
a client's schnauzer, Dixie makes a shocking discovery. Hidden among the leafy brambles is a homeless girl, alone and afraid, cradling a newborn baby in her arms. Dixie
takes the young girl under her wing, even though she's just been hired by Roy Harwick, the snarky executive of a multi-national oil company, to care for his equally snarky
Siamese cat, Charlotte, along with his wife's priceless collection of rare, tropical fish. It's not long before Dixie stumbles upon a dead body in the unlikeliest of
places, and soon she's set adrift in a murky and dangerous world in which no one is who they appear to be. Smart, fast-paced and entertaining, The Cat Sitter's Cradle is a
perfect illustration of why Dixie's loyal fans have come to know and love her and eagerly await the next installment of her adventures.
Young Fredle Cynthia Voigt 2012-03-13 Cynthia Voigt crafts a novel about discovery, perspective, and the meaning of home—all through the eyes of an affable and worried
little mouse. Fredle is an earnest young fellow suddenly cast out of his cozy home behind the kitchen cabinets—into the outside. It's a new world of color and texture and
grass and sky. But with all that comes snakes and rain and lawnmowers and raccoons and a different sort of mouse (field mice, they're called) not entirely trustworthy. Do
the dangers outweigh the thrill of discovery? Fredle's quest to get back inside soon becomes a wild adventure of predators and allies, of color and sound, of discovery and
nostalgia. And, as Fredle himself will come to understand, of freedom.
Bless Her Dead Little Heart Miranda James 2014-10-07 New York Times bestselling author Miranda James returns to Athena, Mississippi, with the first Southern Ladies mystery
featuring Miss An’gel and Miss Dickce Ducote, two snoopy sisters who are always ready to lend a helping hand. With the Mississippi sun beating down, An’gel and Dickce are
taking a break to cool off and pet sit their friend Charlie Harris’s cat, Diesel, when their former sorority sister, Rosabelle Sultan, shows up at their door unexpectedly,
with her ne’er-do-well adult children not far behind. Rosabelle’s selfish offspring are desperate to discover what’s in her will, and it soon becomes clear that one of them
would kill to get their hands on the inheritance. Suddenly caught up in a deadly tangle of duplicitous suspects and deep-fried motives, it will take all of the sisters’
Southern charm to catch a decidedly ill-mannered killer…
Literally Dead Eryn Scott 2017-10-12 To solve or not to solve?When a visiting professor is found dead, English major Pepper Brooks is caught in the middle of the
investigation. Literally. While the detectives focus on crime scene forensics, Pepper can't ignore the Shakespearian clues left by the killer.With the help of a handsome
library clerk, a dog named Hamburger, and The Bard himself, this unlikely sleuth might just close the book on this case. Readers, this is the first in a literary-themed
cozy series. If you love classic literature, feel like there's nothing better than the smell of books, see a library as a place of solace, and don't mind an adorable puppy
named Hammy hanging around, you're going to love these books. And if Shakespeare's not your jam, no worries, each book will feature a different classic author. ;) Happy
reading!
The Poisonwood Bible Barbara Kingsolver 2008-09-04 'Breathtaking.' Sunday Times 'Exquisite.' The Times 'Beautiful.' Independent 'Powerful.' New York Times An international
bestseller and a modern classic, this suspenseful epic of one family's tragic undoing and their remarkable reconstruction has been read, adored and shared by millions
around the world. This story is told by the wife and four daughters of Nathan Price, a fierce, evangelical Baptist who takes his family and mission to the Belgian Congo in
1959. They carry with them everything they believe they will need from home, but soon find that all of it - from garden seeds to Scripture - is calamitously transformed on
African soil. What readers are saying 'This remains one of the most fascinating books I have ever read.' 'I felt every emotion under the sky with this book.' 'Riveting.'
'This novel left a lasting - YEARS LASTING - impression.' 'This is one of those booksthat stands the test of time and is worth rereading.' 'Five epic, no-wonder-this-bookis-so-well-loved stars!'
Cat Sitter Among the Pigeons Blaize Clement 2011-01-04 Author Blaize Clement has earned herself a legion of fans with the first five books in her pet-sitting mystery
series. Now Blaize's beloved heroine, Dixie Hemingway, is back, and when Dixie's latest assignment turns dangerous, it's up to her to save the day. Dixie, no relation to
you-know-who, is helping an injured and cantankerous man take care of Cheddar, his orange shorthair cat. Soon Dixie finds herself totally smitten with the man's adorable
infant great-granddaughter. But the baby's naive young mother has enough knowledge about certain powerful local big-mney honchos to send them to prison for life, and they
are willing to do anything, even kill her baby, to shut her up. Caught in the turmoil caused by the grandfather's prickly pride, the granddaughter's misguided plans to
regain her young husband's respect by telling the truth in court, and the ruthless determination of wealthy villains to preserve their ill-gotten millions, Dixie is the
only person who can rescue the baby. And she has to do it without letting law-enforcement people know -- not even Lieutenant Guidry, with whom she has a new romantic
relationship. Does Dixie have her claws sunk too deep to make it out of this one? Find out in book six of Blaize Clement's splendid series.
Albion's Seed David Hackett Fischer 1991-03-14 This fascinating book is the first volume in a projected cultural history of the United States, from the earliest English
settlements to our own time. It is a history of American folkways as they have changed through time, and it argues a thesis about the importance for the United States of
having been British in its cultural origins. While most people in the United States today have no British ancestors, they have assimilated regional cultures which were
created by British colonists, even while preserving ethnic identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all Americans are "Albion's Seed," no matter what their
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ethnicity may be. The concluding section of this remarkable book explores the ways that regional cultures have continued to dominate national politics from 1789 to 1988,
and still help to shape attitudes toward education, government, gender, and violence, on which differences between American regions are greater than between European
nations.
Kincaid ́
s Battery George W. Cable 2018-09-20 Reproduction of the original: Kincaid ́
s Battery by George W. Cable
Walk in Moonlight Rosemary Laurey 2000-10-01
The Cat Sitter and the Canary John Clement 2016-12-20 In this installment in the series, "Dixie finds a tall, handsome tourist loitering around the home of one of her longtime clients. He tells her he's just arrived from Scotland and that he's lost his glasses, which presumably explains why he can't find the house he rented for his seaside
vacation. Dixie points him to the bungalow across the street (but not before rebuffing a few of the sexy Scotsman's passes) and then continues about her business. She
doesn't think about him again until she stumbles upon a dead body in her client's front hall"--Amazon.com.
Even Cat Sitters Get the Blues Blaize Clement 2008-11-04 Tired of becoming involved in homicide investigations, Florida pet-sitter Dixie Hemingway does not report stumbling
upon the corpse of a mansion gate-keeper, a resolve that is complicated when someone reports her presence at the scene of the crime and by her new client, an eccentric
scientist, and his pet iguana. Reprint.
A Time to Kill John Grisham 2010-03-16 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The master of the legal thriller probes the savage depths of racial violence in this searing courtroom
drama featuring the beloved Jake Brigance. “John Grisham may well be the best American storyteller writing today.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer The life of a ten-year-old
black girl is shattered by two drunken and remorseless white men. The mostly white town of Clanton in Ford County, Mississippi, reacts with shock and horror at the inhuman
crime—until the girl’s father acquires an assault rifle and takes justice into his own hands. For ten days, as burning crosses and the crack of sniper fire spread through
the streets of Clanton, the nation sits spellbound as defense attorney Jake Brigance struggles to save his client’s life—and then his own. Don’t miss any of John Grisham’s
gripping books featuring Jake Brigance: A TIME TO KILL • SYCAMORE ROW • A TIME FOR MERCY • SPARRING PARTNERS
Skellig David Almond 2013-11-14 The beautiful and haunting novel that launched David Almond as one of the best children's writers of today When a move to a new house
coincides with his baby sister's illness, Michael's world seems suddenly lonely and uncertain. Then, one Sunday afternoon, he stumbles into the old, ramshackle garage of
his new home, and finds something magical. A strange creature - part owl, part angel, a being who needs Michael's help if he is to survive. With his new friend Mina,
Michael nourishes Skellig back to health, while his baby sister languishes in the hospital. But Skellig is far more than he at first appears, and as he helps Michael
breathe life into his tiny sister, Michael's world changes for ever . . . Skellig won the Carnegie Medal and the Whitbread Children's Book Award and is now a major Sky1
feature film, starring Tim Roth and John Simm. David Almond is also winner of the 2010 Hans Christian Andersen award. Powerful and moving - The Guardian This newly jacketed
edition celebrates 15 years of this multi-award-winning novel.
The Cat Sitter's Nine Lives Blaize Clement 2014-07-08 Witnessing an explosive collision while driving through her hometown, Dixie rescues one of the drivers, who bafflingly
claims the next day that he is her husband at the same time a befuddled bookstore owner and his fluffy orange cat go missing. 30,000 first printing.
Dixie Be Damned Neal Shirley 2015-05-11 In 1891, when coal companies in eastern Tennessee brought in cheap convict labor to take over their jobs, workers responded by
storming the stockades, freeing the prisoners, and loading them onto freight trains. Over the next year, tactics escalated to include burning company property and looting
company stores. This was one of the largest insurrections in US working-class history. It happened at the same time as the widely publicized northern labor war in
Homestead, Pennsylvania. And it was largely ignored, then and now. Dixie Be Damned engages seven similarly "hidden" insurrectionary episodes in Southern history to
demonstrate the region's long arc of revolt. Countering images of the South as pacified and conservative, this adventurous retelling presents history in the rough. Not the
image of the South many expect, this is the South of maroon rebellion, wildcat strikes, and Robert F. Williams's book Negroes with Guns, a South where the dispossessed
refuse to quietly suffer their fate. This is people's history at its best: slave revolts, multiracial banditry, labor battles, prison uprisings, urban riots, and more. Neal
Shirley grew up in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and now lives in Durham, NC, where he is involved in several anti-prison initiatives and runs a small publishing project
called the North Carolina Piece Corps. Saralee Stafford was born in the Piedmont of North Carolina. Her recent political work has focused on connecting the struggles of
street organizations with those of anarchists in the area. She teaches gender-related health in Durham, North Carolina.
Duplicity Dogged the Dachshund Blaize Clement 2007-10-30 Waving to the driver of a car that speeds by during her morning run with her dachshund Mame, Dixie Hemingway
suddenly realizes that she accidentally waved to a killer when she and Mame stumble upon a corpse and that the killer may believe that she can identify him or her. By the
author of Curiosity Killed the Cat Sitter. Reprint.
The Language Instinct Steven Pinker 2010-12-14 The classic book on the development of human language by the world’s leading expert on language and the mind. In this
classic, the world's expert on language and mind lucidly explains everything you always wanted to know about language: how it works, how children learn it, how it changes,
how the brain computes it, and how it evolved. With deft use of examples of humor and wordplay, Steven Pinker weaves our vast knowledge of language into a compelling story:
language is a human instinct, wired into our brains by evolution. The Language Instinct received the William James Book Prize from the American Psychological Association
and the Public Interest Award from the Linguistics Society of America. This edition includes an update on advances in the science of language since The Language Instinct
was first published.
Curiosity Killed the Cat Sitter Blaize Clement 2007-01-02 While going to the home of a vacationing client in Sarasota, Florida, professional pet-sitter Dixie Hemingway, a
former sheriff's deputy, stumbles upon a traumatized cat and the corpse of a mysterious intruder, sending Dixie on a search for her missing client--and a killer. A first
novel. Reprint.
Don't Shoot the Dog! Karen Pryor 2002 Includes a new section on clicker training.
Look Homeward, Angel Thomas Wolfe 2006-10-10 A Southern family with a great appetite for living is dominated by the father until an older son, Eugene, is able to free
himself from his rural North Carolina hometown to seek the challenges of an Ivy League education and big city life. Reissue. 75,000 first printing.
Cold Snap Codi Schneider 2021-09-12 Tucked in the cold Colorado mountains lies the remote village of Gray Birch, a place where outsiders are frowned upon. In this village
lives a cat named Bijou. But she’s no ordinary house cat; her ancestors were mousers on Viking longships, and their blood runs through her veins. Since her battle skills
are hardly needed in this modern age, however, she spends her energies running the Fox Burrow Pet Inn with her human, Spencer, and her assistant, Skunk, a mentally
negligible Pomeranian. Together, the happy trio has created a safe haven for their four-legged guests. But when Eddy Line, a handsome baker from California, comes to the
inn—along with his piglet and pit bull puppy—everything changes. Spencer falls for Eddy, Bijou is unhappy with the sudden changes to her clan, and the townspeople are
anything but welcoming; in fact, threats are made against Eddy when he buys the town’s historic firehouse in order to open a bakery. Then a shocking murder/dognapping
occurs on the night of the bakery’s grand opening, and Bijou finds herself thrust into a tangled mystery. To solve it, she will have to summon her inner Viking—and fight
tooth and claw for her new clan.
When Greed Turns Deadly Dixie Murphy 2012-07-10 The two women found dead in their beds had been executed. There was no robbery, no sexual motivation. The satanic writings
and red candles found at the scene had been staged to throw investigators off track. The killer, or killers, just wanted the women dead! One of them, Betty Lou Gray, had
been the primary target, while the other, a close friend, had simply been in the wrong place at the wrong time. From the beginning, the prime suspect had been Betty Lou's
husband Bill. A dominating and controlling husband, he had kept his wife penniless and almost in bondage for 28 years until, finally, she'd had enough and asked for a
divorce. The obvious motivation was money, a $250,000 life insurance policy, and with his wife dead there would be no splitting of assets in a divorce settlement. If he
could succeed in hiding the insurance money and the pawnshop assets from his children, Bill Gray would become a rich man. It seemed an open and shut case, but it was not to
be. In this true story, Dixie Murphy follows a trail of suspicion and intrigue, and reveals the virtually unprecedented means used to finally bring a murderer to justice.
Raining Cat Sitters and Dogs Blaize Clement 2010-12-28 Despite the efforts of Dixie Hemingway's on-again, off-again boyfriend to find a missing girl who may be a witness to
a murder, Dixie finds that she must work alone to confront criminals who will stop at nothing.
Guns Rachel Ellenberg Schulson 1997 Describes different kinds of guns, explains how they are used, warns of possible dangers they present, and spells out simple rules to
ensure gun safety.
Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil John Berendt 2010-05-12 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Elegant and wicked.... [This] might be the first true-crime book that makes the
reader want to book a bed and breakfast for an extended weekend at the scene of the crime." —The New York Times Book Review Shots rang out in Savannah's grandest mansion in
the misty,early morning hours of May 2, 1981. Was it murder or self-defense? For nearly a decade, the shooting and its aftermath reverberated throughout this hauntingly
beautiful city of moss-hung oaks and shaded squares. John Berendt's sharply observed, suspenseful, and witty narrative reads like a thoroughly engrossing novel, and yet it
is a work of nonfiction. Berendt skillfully interweaves a hugely entertaining first-person account of life in this isolated remnant of the Old South with the unpredictable
twists and turns of a landmark murder case. It is a spellbinding story peopled by a gallery of remarkable characters: the well-bred society ladies of the Married Woman's
Card Club; the turbulent young redneck gigolo; the hapless recluse who owns a bottle of poison so powerful it could kill every man, woman, and child in Savannah; the aging
and profane Southern belle who is the "soul of pampered self-absorption"; the uproariously funny black drag queen; the acerbic and arrogant antiques dealer; the sweettalking, piano-playing con artist; young blacks dancing the minuet at the black debutante ball; and Minerva, the voodoo priestess who works her magic in the graveyard at
midnight. These and other Savannahians act as a Greek chorus, with Berendt revealing the alliances, hostilities, and intrigues that thrive in a town where everyone knows
everyone else. Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil is a sublime and seductive reading experience. Brilliantly conceived and masterfully written, this enormously
engaging portrait of a most beguiling Southern city has become a modern classic.
A Diary from Dixie Mary Boykin Miller Chesnut 1905 This book is the author's Civil War diary from February 18, 1861, to June 26, 1865. She was an eyewitness to many
historic events as she accompanied her husband to significant sites of the Civil War.
A Beautiful Place to Die Philip Craig 2016-07-26 Martha’s Vineyard Mysteries now a movie series on Hallmark Channel starring Jesse Metcalfe! Ex-cop J.W. Jackson searches
for answers after a mysterious and deadly boat explosion on Martha’s Vineyard. During his career as a Boston cop, Jeff “J.W.” Jackson saw enough of the evil that men do to
last a lifetime. So he retired to the serenity of Martha’s Vineyard to spend his days fishing for blues. But when a local’s boat mysteriously explodes off the coast,
killing an amiable young drifter, Jackson finds himself reluctantly drawn back into the investigative trade.
Transient Pulse Laura Juntunen 2021-03-28 When the nation is hit by a mysterious shockwave, the resulting power outage interrupts the world as we know it. Everything that
was powered on at the time of the transient pulse is destroyed, seizing cities and populations in mass explosions caused by the rippling aftershocks. The lingering darkness
severs society in two: those who choose ruinous control, stealing and murdering for provisions, and those who begin to create plans for long-term survival. The latter
includes Dixie, a strong, yet hesitant young woman living in the heart of southern California. Dixie is forced to build plans to navigate the country in hopes to find a
northern safe zone with Paul, a level-headed survivalist. When Paul goes missing, Dixie must overcome her chronic uncertainty and make the first of many life-or-death
decisions: Will Dixie choose to wait for Paul, using up their limited supplies in the delay? Or, will Dixie begin the journey on her own, possibly having to turn to the
dark side of society to survive?
The Cat Sitter's Pajamas Blaize Clement 2012-11-27 Hired by a famous football player to pet-sit his cats, Dixie meets a celebrity fashion model who claims to be the
athlete's wife, a situation that culminates in Dixie's discovery of a ring of high-fashion counterfeiters. By the author of Raining Cat Sitters and Dogs. Reprint. 50,000
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The Cat Sitter's Cradle John Clement 2014-06-03 Spotting an exotic bird far from its indigenous habitat, pet sitter Dixie Hemingway uncovers sinister forces behind the
bird's displacement before a client is murdered and a new friend goes missing with her baby.
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